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Cage decay, near constant loss, and crossover to cooperative ion motion in ionic conductors:
Insight from experimental data
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Experimental frequency-dependent conductivity relaxation spectra of a number of molten, glassy, and crys-
talline ionic conductors that show both the presence of the near constant loss~NCL! and the cooperative ion
hopping contribution are analyzed. On decreasing frequency, the NCL appears first but terminates at some
frequencynx1. At still a lower frequencynx2 the cooperative ion hopping dispersion takes over. The indepen-
dent ion hopping frequencyn0 of the coupling model is calculated from the parameters characterizing the
cooperative ion hopping dispersion. It is found for all ionic conductors thatnx1@n0, andn0 always fall inside
the frequency regionnx1.n.nx2. The empirical results leads to a qualitative theory for the origin of the NCL,
which gives physical meanings of the two crossover frequenciesnx1 andnx2, as well as explaining the role of
the independent hopping frequencyn0, in determining them. The weak temperature dependence of the NCL
has been recaptured by the qualitative theory. An improved understanding is gained of the evolution of the ion
dynamics from early times when the cages decay very slowly with time, giving rise to the near constant loss,
to long times when ions move cooperatively, leading finally to dc conductivity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.064308 PACS number~s!: 66.30.Hs, 66.30.Dn, 77.22.Gm
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when mixing different alkalis,8,9,14 and the existence of the
NCL in crystalline ionic conductors.22–24 The last experi-
I. INTRODUCTION

One of the frontiers of research in the field of dynamics
ions in ionic conductors is the origin of the ubiquitous ne
constant loss~NCL!

«NCL9 ~v!'Av2a, ~1!

wherea is nearly zero andA is a constant with weak tem
perature dependence that is well described by exp (T/T0),
whereT0 is a temperature that is usually larger thanT. The
NCL corresponds to an almost linear frequency-depend
term

sNCL8 ~v!5v«NCL9 ~v!'Av12a ~2!

in the real part of the complex conductivity. The existence
NCL in glassy ionic conductors is well known. Evidences f
its existence was suggested repeatedly over the span of
eral decades1–12 and it is now considered to be a univers
characteristic of ionic conductors,13,14although till now there
are only a few investigations of its properties.11–19This NCL
contribution appears at higher frequency than the ion h
ping ac conductivityshop8 (v). The latter is assumed by som
workers to be represented by the Jonscher expression20

sJ* ~v!5s8~v!1 is9~v!5s0@11~ iv/vp!nJ#, ~3!

wherenJ is a fractional exponent,s0 is the dc conductivity,
andvp a characteristic relaxation frequency. Alternatively21

the ion hopping ac conductivity is also well described by
one-sided Fourier transform
0163-1829/2002/66~6!/064308~11!/$20.00 66 0643
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dt exp~2 ivt !~2dF/dt!G
~4!

of the Kohlrausch stretched exponential function

F~ t !5exp@2~ t/t!12n#. ~5!

The ion hopping contributionsn8(v) obtained from Eqs.
~4! and ~5! together with the Maxwell relationsn8(v)
5Re@ iv«0 /M* (v)#, is similar to the Jonscher’s expressio
in having the dc conductivitys0 at low frequencies, and i
increases as a power law (vt)n at high frequencies instea
of (v/vp)nJ from the Jonscher expression. The advantage
using Eqs.~4! and ~5! over the Jonscher expression to d
scribe experimental data was pointed out by Moynihan21

Both s0 and the electrical conductivity relaxation timet in
Eq. ~5! have the same temperature dependence. Experime
evidences indicate that the stretched exponential time de
dence of electrical relaxation is caused by ion-ion corre
tion, and thereforesn8(v) is a cooperative ion hopping con
tribution.

The properties of the NCL differ14 in many respects from
the ion hopping transport contribution and can be conside
to have different physical origins. For example, wh
sNCL8 (v) has a weak temperature dependence, eithersJ* (v)
or sn8(v) has strong thermally activated temperature dep
dence. From the properties of the NCL, it was concluded t
nevertheless it comes from the ions.14 The evidences include
the observed approximately linear increase of the NCL w
concentration of the mobile ions,6,16 the very different effect
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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mental fact rules out the possibility that the NCL of prese
interest originates from the glassy matrix in which the io
are imbedded.

At sufficiently low temperature under isofrequency con
tion or high frequencies under isothermal condition, the N
is the only contribution that is seen experimentally. In a
cent paper18 an analysis of the constant loss contribution
the ac conductivity, in the frequency range 10 Hz–1 M
and finely spaced temperatures down to 8 K, was repo
for two different Li ionic conductors, one crystallin
(Li 0.18La0.61TiO3) and the other glassy (61SiO2•35Li2O
•3Al2O3•1P2O5). At lower temperatures, a NCL corre
sponding to near linear frequency-dependent ac conduct
is the observed contribution. As temperature is increase
crossover from the near constant loss to a fractional pow
law frequency dependence of the ac conductivity@Eq. ~3! or
Eqs.~4! and~5!# is observed. At any fixed frequencyv, this
crossover occurs at a temperatureT determined approxi-
mately by the relation

v'v`exp~2Em /kT!. ~6!

The activation energyEm turns out to be significantly
smaller than the dc conductivity activation energyEs . From
this observed property it has been shown25 that the NCL term
Av is not a contribution tos8(v) that can be added on to
of the ion hopping ac conductivity term represented by
Jonscher expression as is commonly believed, or bys8(v)
obtained from Eqs.~4! and ~5! of the electric modulus. Had
these two contributions been additive contributions,
crossover frequency would haveEs as the activation energ
instead of the significantly smaller observedEm . Thus, ex-
cluding the vibrational and boson peak contributions, in
high frequency regime there is only the NCL. On decreas
frequency~or increasing time! the NCL will no longer holds
at some pointvx1, afterwardss8(v) undergoes a transition
over some frequency range with continuously decreas
slope and finally, starting atvx2, assumes the frequency d
pendence ofshop8 (v) given by eithersJ8(v) or sn8(v) that
have fractional power laws (v/vp)nJ or (vt)n at their high
frequency ends.

In the sections to follow, we shall characterize the cro
over frequenciesvx1[2pnx1 andvx2[2pnx2 from isother-
mal s8(v) data of glassy and molten ionic conductors. W
include all data we know of that have been obtained ove
very broad frequency range to exhibit at the same temp
ture both the NCL and theshop8 (v). This kind of data en-
ables unambiguous determination ofnx1 andnx2 at the same
temperature. When compared with the independent ion h
ping relaxation frequencyn0[1/(2pt0), where t0 is the
familiar independent ion hopping relaxation time of the co
pling model,26–28 it is found thatn0 lies in betweennx1 and
nx2. This general result leads to a proposal for the origin
the NCL, an interpretation of the crossover frequenciesnx1
andnx2 and an explanation of the weak temperature dep
dence of the NCL.
06430
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II. THE CROSSOVER FREQUENCIES nx1 AND nx2

FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A. 0.4Ca„NO3…2-0.6KNO3 „CKN …

Extensive electrical relaxation data of CKN over unus
ally broad frequency and temperature ranges were obta
by Lunkenheimeret al.29,30 In Fig. 1, we show first their«9
data at 342 K as a function of frequencyn, which is related
to the angular frequencyv by v52pn. The data shown by
points indicate the existence of a NCL that extends o
about three decades and there is a cross over to a powe
«9(n)}n2b at lower frequencies, withb512n, and even-
tually «9}n21 at even lower frequencies in the dc condu
tivity regime, as illustrated in the figure. The inset of th
same figure shows thesamedata but asM 9(n). The dashed
line is the fit by Eqs.~4! and ~5! to the data withb[(1
2n)50.66 andt56.631024 s. The data in theM 9 repre-
sentation shows also the crossover from NCL to the po
law M 9}n2b. Although the crossover from NCL ton2b is
broad for both«9 and M 9, it can be observed that the ris
from the flat loss occurs nonetheless quite abruptly, as fo

FIG. 1. Dielectric loss as a function of frequency of CKN atT
5342 K showing the existence of the NCL over 3 decades in
quency. The horizontal dashed line indicates the NCL. The o
dashed line is the fully cooperative ion conductivity relaxation c
culated from the Kohlrausch fit to the electric loss modulusM 9 data
shown in the inset as the dashed line withb50.66. The deviation
of the data from the Kohlrausch fit at higher frequencies is mar
by one crossover frequency,nx2. The deviation of the data from the
NCL at lower frequencies is marked by the other crossover
quencynx1. The location of the independent relaxation frequen
of the CM n0[1/2pt0, is also indicated.t0 is the independent
relaxation time calculated from the CM. Data after Refs. 39 and
8-2
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previously for Li0.18La0.61TiO3 ~LLTO!.18 It is worthwhile to
point out that the dashed line in the main part of Fig.
havingn21 at low frequencies andn2b at higher frequencies
is actually calculated from the fit to the electric modulus
the identity«* [(1/M* ). The other dashed line in the ma
figure is «b9 (n) calculated from the identity«b9 (n)
5Im$1/Mb* % and it is the loss from cooperative hopping
ions. The«9 data indicate the existence of a NCL that e
tends over about three decades and there is a crossove
power law n2b at lower frequencies and eventually«9
}n21 at even lower frequencies in the dc conductivity r
gime. The data in theM 9 representation shows also th
crossover from NCL to the power lawM 9}n2b. Some read-
ers may be more familiar with the NCL having the nearn1

dependence in thes8(n) representation of the data as show
in Fig. 2. Again the dashed curve that tends to the dc c
ductivity at low frequencies and the power lawn (12b) at
high frequencies issb8 (n) calculated from the identity
sb8 (n)[v«b9 (n) and again it comes from cooperative io
hopping. The NCL terminates at lower frequencies quite d
tinctly at nx1. It can be seen by inspection of Fig. 1 throu
the rapid rise of«9(n) from the flat loss at frequencies belo
nx1, as found previously in Li0.18La0.61TiO3 ~LLTO!.18 On
further lowering the frequency, starting atnx2 , «9 and M 9
assume then2b dependence ands8(n) assumes then12b

dependence of the cooperative ion hopping. Thus the cr
over of the«9(n) data from NCL to«b9 (n) @or s(n) data
from NCL to sb8 (n)# is not sharp, occurring over the fre
quency rangenx1.n.nx2. The values ofnx1 and nx2 de-
pend on the criterion of when the crossover has occurred.
use a 5% deviation as the criterion whenever there

FIG. 2. Replotting the CKN data of Fig. 1 as logs8(n) versus
log~frequency /Hz! to show the near linear frequency dependence
the NCL in Fig. 1. The dashed line that includes the dc conducti
and the high frequency power lawn12b or nn corresponds to the
Kohlrausch fit to the electric modulus shown as the dashed lin
the inset of Fig. 1 withn50.34. The dashed line in the main figu
is the fully cooperative ion conductivity relaxation.
06430
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enough data points for such purpose. Errors of about ha
decade wide can incur in determiningnx1 andnx2 for some
data considered in this work.

Having explained the procedure of determining the cro
over frequencies by an example, we analyze in exactly
same manner the isothermal«9(n) data for thirteen tempera
tures shown in Figs. 3 and 4. All the data shown here
from Lunkenheimeret al. and some have not been publish
before in a refereed journal. For all temperatures, the das

f
y
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FIG. 3. Points are dielectric loss data of CKN by Lunkenheim
et al. at T5350.3, 356.4, 365.4, 370.0, 385.0, 412.0, and 440.0
~going from bottom to top!. The dashed lines are the loss due
cooperative ion hopping calculated from the Kohlrausch fits to
electric modulus data and converted to a dielectric loss function
frequency. The crossover frequenciesnx1 andnx2 ~not shown! are
determined from these data in the same manner as explained in
1. Errors in the data are smaller than the size of the symbols.

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3 for temperatures of 325.0, 342
361.0, 393.0, 417.0, and 468.0 K~from left to right!.
8-3
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K. L. NGAI AND C. LEÓN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 064308 ~2002!
line in these figures is then2b dependence of«b9 (n) calcu-
lated fromMb9 , the fit toM 9(n) data by Eqs.~4! and~5!, and
extrapolated to higher frequencies. The relaxation timest(T)
obtained from the fits are converted to a frequencynK
[1/@2pt(T)# shown in Fig. 5 as filled squares. In the sam
figure the crossover frequenciesnx1[1/(2ptx1) and nx2
[1/(2ptx2) determined from the data in Figs. 3 and 4 a
also shown~open diamonds fornx1 and filled diamonds for
nx2). By definitions,tx1 and tx2 are naturally the crossove
times. The crossover region is narrower at higher temp
tures. Although broader at lower temperatures, the regio
only about two and a half decades wide at 324 K, the low
measurement temperature belowTg . The other frequency
n0[1/(2pt0), located betweennx1 and nx2 in Figs. 1– 5,
will be defined later.

B. 0.80LiF-0.20Al„PO3…3

Electrical relaxation data at 293 K of a glassy ionic co
ductor, 0.80LiF-0.20Al(PO3)3, was obtained by Kulkarn
et al.31 over unusually broad frequency range. In Fig. 6,
show first their data ass8 as a function of frequencyn. The
existence of the NCL is exemplified by a near linear f
quency dependence of thes8 data over about two decade
which terminates starting atnx1. The inset of the same figur
shows thesamedata at low frequencies and up to 106 Hz as
M 9(n) to isolate the contribution from cooperative ion ho
ping. The line is the Kohlrausch fit by Eqs.~4! and~5! to the
M 9(n) data withb[(12n)50.56 andt58.731025 s. At
high frequencies the Kohlrasuch fit toM 9 assume then2b

dependence and the correspondingsb8 (n) assumes then12b

FIG. 5. Solid squares are the Kohlrausch conductivity relaxa
frequencynK[1/(2pt), wheret is obtained from the fit to the dat
of CKN in the electric modulus representation. Open triangles
n0[1/(2pt0), wheret0 is the independent relaxation time of th
coupling model calculated fromt andn obtained from the fit and
tc52 ps. The open and closed diamonds are the crossover freq
ciesnx1 andnx2 obtained from the procedure described in Figs
and 2.
06430
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dependence, which is shown by the straight line with slo
0.44 in Fig. 6. Thes8(n) data conform to then12b depen-
dence ofsb8 (n) at frequencies belownx2. Thus, just like
CKN, the s8(n) data of 0.80LiF-0.20Al(PO3)3 crossover
from NCL to sb8 (n) over the frequency rangenx1.n.nx2.

C. 0.5Ag2S-0.5GeS2

Figure 7 shows the data of glassy 0.5Ag2S-0.5GeS2 from
the work of Belinet al. at many temperatures.32,33 Only the
data taken at 153 and 123 K are considered here bec
they show clearly the existence of the NCL over extens
frequency domains as indicated the solid~for 153 K! and the
dashed~for 123 K! straight lines withn1.0 dependence. The
weak temperature dependence of the NCL is evident fr
this proximity of the two lines. The two vertical arrow
pointing upwards indicate the location ofnx1 for 153 K ~at
higher frequency! and 123 K~at lower frequency!. Only nx2
can be determined from the data at 153 K and is indicated
another arrow labeled as such.

D. 0.48„AgI …2-0.52Ag2SeO4

Conductivity relaxation data of 0.48(AgI)2-0.52Ag2SeO4
at 153 K by Cramer and Buscher34 is shown in Fig. 8. The
data in the intermediate frequency range is missing, but n
ertheless the appearance of the NCL at high frequencies
be seen. The cooperative ion hopping at low frequencie
again characterized by the Kohlrausch fit to the elec
modulus representation of the same data in the inset of
8, with b[(12n)50.51 andt[(1/2pnK)53.431026 s.

n

e

en-

FIG. 6. log10s8(n) versus log~frequency /Hz! plot of data at
T5293 K of 0.80LiF-0.20Al(PO3)3 obtained by Kulkarniet al. to
show the near linear frequency dependence of the NCL by the
with slope equal to 0.99. The line with slope 0.44 is the high f
quency dependence of log10s8(n) corresponding to the Kohlrausc
fit to the electric modulus data~shown in the inset! with n50.44.
The dashed line in the main figure is the fully cooperative i
conductivity relaxation. The crossover frequenciesnx1 and nx2 as
well as the independent hopping frequencyn0 are determined from
the data in the same manner as explained in Fig. 1.
8-4
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Only nx2 can be determined from the data at 153 K and
location together withnK are indicated in Fig. 8.

E. 0.44LiBr-0.56Li20-B2O3

Conductivity data of 0.44LiBr-0.56Li20-B2O3 by Cramer
et al.35 at two temperatures are shown in Fig. 9. In this su
section we consider only the data at 323 K, which exhibit
NCL at higher frequencies and the cooperative ion hopp
contribution at lower frequencies. The asymptoticnn depen-
dence of the Kohlrausch fit by Eqs.~4! and~5! to the lower-
frequency data withn50.48 is shown in the figure. The e

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 for glassy 0.5Ag2S-0.5GeS2 from the
work of Belin et al. The solid and dashed lines with slope o
indicate the NCL forT5153 and 123 K, respectively. The line wit
slope 0.45 is the high frequency dependence of log10s8(n) corre-
sponding to the Kohlrausch fit to the electric modulus data~not
shown! with n50.45. The crossover frequenciesnx1 and nx2 as
well as the independent hopping frequencyn[1/(2pt0) are deter-
mined from the data at 153 K in the same manner as explaine
Fig. 1. The arrow at the very bottom indicate the location ofn0

[1/(2pt0) for T5123 K.

FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 6 for glassy of 0.48(AgI)2-0.52Ag2SeO4

at T5153 K by Cramer and Buscher andn50.49.
06430
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nx2 is indicated.

F. Ag7GeSe5I

The conductivity data of the crystalline ionic conduct
Ag7GeSe5I at the lowest temperature of 114 K shown in Fi
10 exhibit the NCL at high frequencies~dashed line with
slope equal to 1! and the crossover to the cooperative ho
ping conductivity.36 The asymptoticnn dependence of the
Kohlrausch behavior is shown by another dashed line. T
locations of the crossover frequenciesnx1 andnx2 are indi-
cated by arrows.

G. xNa2Od„1Àx…†0.04B2O3-0.96SiO2‡ with xÄ0.00044

The Vycor glassxNa2Od(12x)@0.04B2O3-0.96SiO2#
with x50.00044 contains very few Na1 ions.15,37. Neverthe-
less, its conductivity relaxation data measured at 313
show the existence of the NCL at higher frequencies and
crossover to a near exponential ion hopping with a sman
50.05. These features together with the locations of
crossover frequenciesnx1 andnx2, are indicated by arrows in
Fig. 11.

in

FIG. 9. The ac conductivity data of 0.44LiBr-0.56Li20-B2O3 by
Crameret al. at T5573 and 323 K. Shown also is the high fre
quency vibrational contribution extending down to low frequenc
with a n2 dependence. Subtracting off this vibrational contributi
from the data at 523 K leaves a frequency independents0(1),
which corresponds to the independent ion hopping of all ions. T
inset shows the same data in a small neighborhood of 1011 Hz and
the data at the two temperatures in this region can be seen m
clearly as well as forT5573 K only the crossover ofs8(n) at a
frequencync[1/(2ptc) of about 1011Hz ~indicated by the vertical
arrow at this frequency! from ann dependence of fully cooperativ
hopping at high frequencies~line! to the frequency independents0

~points denoted by1). There is no intervening NCL at 573 K
However atT5323 K, there is the NCL contribution with nearn1

dependence tos8(n) at high frequencies~steeper line with slope
equal to one! and the crossover to thenn dependence of fully co-
operative hopping at high frequencies~line with slopen50.48).
The quality of the data in the NCL regime is not good enough
determinenx1, but nx2 , nK , andn0 have been determined in th
manner as in Fig. 6 for 323 K and are indicated.
8-5
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H. xK2O-„1Àx…GeO2 glasses withxÄ0.02 and 0.0023

A similar situation as the Vycor glass is found in the co
ductivity relaxation data of twoxK2O-(12x)GeO2 glasses
with x50.02 and 0.0023 obtained by Jainet al.16 They have
characterized the cooperative ion hopping by the Kohlrau
fit to the electric modulus data withb[(12n)50.89 and
0.93, respectively, forx50.02 and 0.0023. Here we sho

FIG. 10. Same as in Fig. 6 for the crystalline ionic conduc
Ag7GeSe5I. Data after Pradel and Ribes~unpublished!. At the low-
est temperature of 113 K,nx1 , nx2, andn0 have been determined i
the manner as in Fig. 6 and are indicated.

FIG. 11. Same as in Fig. 6 for a Vycor glassxNa2Od(12x)
3@0.04B2O3-0.96SiO2# with x50.00044 atT5313 °C. Data after
Simmonset al. Heren is equal to 0.05. The locations of the cros
over frequenciesnx1 andnx2, as well asnK andn0 are indicated by
the vertical arrows.
06430
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only the data ofx50.02 in Fig. 12. In the figure, for the dat
at 143.4 °C, we drew two lines corresponding to the t
power lawsn1.0 andn0.11 ~thick solid lines! and from these
lines and the experimental data we determine the two cr
over frequencies.

III. THE INDEPENDENT ION HOPPING RELAXATION
TIME t0 FROM THE COUPLING MODEL

The coupling model~CM! for ionic conductors26–28 con-
siders only the case thatall the mobile ions have high prob
ability of hopping out of their cages. All of them are ready
hop to neighboring sites with the relaxation ratet0

21 except
their interactions and correlations make the independent h
of each ion simultaneously impossible. The result is
slowed-down cooperative motion of all the ions with dyna
ics that is heterogeneous and the correlation function
changed at some timetc from the linear exponential

F~ t !5exp~2t/t0!, ~7!

for independent hops to the stretched exponential func
exp@2(t/t)12n# @Eq. ~5!#. The relation betweent and t0 is
given by

t5@ tc
2nt0#1/(12n) ~8!

with tc52 ps determined previously by high frequency me
surements for ionic conductors.34,35,38–40Experimental evi-
dences of the existence of such a change of dynamics
neighborhood oftc are found in high frequency andhighest
temperatures(v) measurements of molten CKN, glass
0.44LiBr-0.56Li20-B2O3 and other glasses by Crame
et al.,34,35,38,39after thev2-dependent vibrational absorptio
contribution is removed from the data. The temperature m
be high enough such that there is no intervening NCL, a

r

FIG. 12. Same as in Fig. 11 forxK2O-(12x)GeO2 glasses with
x50.02. Data after Jainet al. Heren is equal to 0.11 obtained by
Jain et al. from fit to the electric modulus~not shown!. The loca-
tions of the crossover frequenciesnx1 and nx2, as well asn0 are
indicated by the vertical arrows.
8-6
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CAGE DECAY, NEAR CONSTANT LOSS, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 064308 ~2002!
the cooperative ion hopping term~having at high frequencie
the nn dependence for the ac conductivity! crosses over di-
rectly to the independent ion hopping term~having a fre-
quency independent conductivity!. An example can be see
in Fig. 9, and more clearly in the inset. At the highest me
surement temperature 573 K in 0.44LiBr-0.56Li20-B2O3,
there is no intervening NCL and therefore after subtract
out the vibrational contribution, the result should be sol
from ion diffusion. The result levels off rather abruptly
about 1011 Hz ~or a time of about 2 ps! to a plateau, i.e., a
frequency independent value. Now a frequency independ
conductivity corresponds to an exponential correlation fu
tion, Eq. ~7!. Thus the change from independent hoppi
@Eq. ~7!# to cooperative hopping@Eq. ~5!# with decreasing
frequency at about 1011 Hz or a timetc'1 to 2 ps is evident
from the figure. Similar changes were found in crystalli
ionic conductors Nab alumina41,42 and RbAg4I5.43

Other evidences of the change of dynamics nearTc'1 to
2 ps were found from the change of the temperature dep
dence of the dc conductivity of many ionic conductors,44,45

when it exceeds about 1 S/cm. Another support comes f
quasielastic neutron scattering~time of flight! measurements
at short times~in the picosecond and sub picoseconds ran!
of the ionic diffusion coefficient as a function of temperatu
in superionic glasses. Such measurements of ion diffusio
short times in glassy ionic conductors AgI-AgPO3 and
0.5Ag2S-0.5GeS2 were made by two groups.46-48 The glass
0.5Ag2S-0.5GeS2 was the same one discussed earlier in S
II C. From the quasielastic neutron scattering data it w
found that the activation enthalpy of the short-time diffusi
coefficient Ea is smaller thanEs of the dc conductivity,48

and approximately equal to (12n)Es .41,42 The results are
shown here in Table I. Here, (12n) is the Kohlrausch expo
nent of the fully cooperative hopping in Eq.~5! andEs is the
activation enthalpy of the fully cooperative hopping rela
ation timet in Eq. ~5! or the dc conductivity at much lowe
temperatures and longer times than those in quasielastic
tron scattering experiments. It is easy to verify from Eq.~8!
that the product (12n)Es , is the activation enthalpy of the
independent hops relaxation timet0. Thus, quasielastic neu
tron scattering measurements in the picosecond and sub
seconds range found that the ions are hopping independ
in this short time regime, indicating thattc is of the order of
1 ps.

TABLE I. Activation enthalpiesEa of 0.5AgI-0.5AgPO3 ~Refs.
46,47! and Ag2S-GeS2 ~Ref. 48! from short time ionic diffusion
~neutron time of flight! measurements. The Kohlrausch exponenb
and the activation enthalpyEs of conductivity relaxation observed
in the same glasses~Refs. 41,42! at lower temperatures and fre
quencies in the fully cooperative hopping region are also includ
The near equality betweenEa andbEs is found, consistent with the
change to independent relaxation at times shorter thantc'2 ps and
probed by quasielastic neutron scattering.

Glass Es b bEs Ea

AgI-AgPO3 21 kJ/mol 0.44 9.2 kJ/mol 8.7 kJ/mol
Ag2S-GeS2 0.34 eV 0.45 0.153 eV 0.15 eV
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The independent relaxation timet0(T) of the CM can be
calculated by Eq.~8! from the experimental values oft and
(12n), obtained from fittingM* (v) data by Eq.~2!, and
usingtc52 ps. The interpretation oft0(T) given by the CM
is the relaxation time for the ion vibrating in its potenti
well to come out by overcoming the energy barrierEa by
thermal activation. Ift has Arrhenius temperature depe
dence andn is constant over a temperature region, then
follows from Eq.~8! that t0(T) should also have Arrheniu
temperature dependencet0(T)5@ tc

nt12n#5t`exp(Ea /kT)
over the same temperature range. From its simple natur
t0, the reciprocal of its prefactort` must be identifiable with
the vibration angular frequency of the ion inside the well. A
example that indicatest0 is indeed the thermally activate
relaxation time of an ion to hop out of its potential well is th
CM analysis of conductivity relaxation and hyper Ram
scattering data of yttria stabilized zirconia.45

All previous applications of the CM dealt with the coop
erative ion hopping in the long time regime. It is important
emphasize that the dynamics in the early time regime, w
most of the mobile ions are still caged, have not been
cluded in all previous applications. At sufficiently sho
times/low temperatures, few ions have succeeded to m
away from their original sites, although the number increa
with time albeit very slowly. A near constant loss~NCL! then
originates from very slow decay of the correlation functi
of the cage with time, which ultimately is due to those fe
ions that have succeeded to hop out of their cages to ne
boring sites over decades of time in this short time regim
Naturally these successful hops are executed by indepen
ion jumps with ratet0

21 because the successful hops are r
and there is absence of cooperativity. Only for times sh
compared witht0, or equivalently for frequencies high com
pared withn0[1/2pt0, the successful hops out the cag
will be few and infrequent. Thus the NCL exists only
times much shorter thant0 or frequencies much higher tha
n0. This point will be revisited after a comparison ofn0 with
nx1 andnx2 of CKN has been made.

IV. RELATION OF n0 WITH nx1 AND nx2

The ion conductivity relaxation data of CKN in Figs. 1–
were analyzed by Eq.~2! and the two parameterst(T) and
@12n(T)# had been determined by Lunkenheimeret al.29-30

The data cover an extended temperature range from be
and above the glass transition temperatureTg . As typical of
relaxation of glass-forming substances aboveTg , the relax-
ation frequencynK[1/2pt is not Arrhenius and the Kohl-
rausch parameterb[@12n(T)# is temperature dependen
From these parameters, the independent ion relaxation
t0(T) had also been calculated previously b
Lunkenheimer29,30 with tc52 ps determined experimentall
for CKN.38,39 The independent ion hopping frequencyn0
[1/2pt0, is plotted against temperature in Fig. 5. At hig
temperatures wherenx1 and nx2 are close to each othe
n0(T) lies close to these two frequencies. At lower tempe
tures, where the crossover regionnx1.n.nx2 becomes
broader, it is remarkable thatn0 invariably falls inside it. The
same is found also for 0.4Ca(NO3)2-0.6RbNO3 ~CRN! from

d.
8-7
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similar analysis given to the electrical relaxation data o
tained by Lunkenheimeret al.29,30

In a similar manner as described for CKN in the prece
ing paragraph, we have determinedn0 for the other glassy
and crystalline ionic conductors considered in Sec. II B–II
When comparingn0 with nx1 andnx2 in Figs. 6– 12, we find
again in these other ionic conductors thatnx1.n0.nx2, as
in the molten salt CKN. The presently found relation b
tweenn0 and crossover frequenciesnx1 and nx2 for glassy
and molten CKN ionic conductors and other glassy and c
talline ionic conductors may not be an accident because
are independently and separately determined quanti
First, n0 is determined from the low frequency dispersi
and the use of the coupling model relation, Eq.~8!. Secondly,
nx1 andnx2 are determined separately by the terminations
two loss mechanisms, NCL and cooperative hopping@Eqs.
~4! and ~5!#, that have very different temperature depe
dences. We may recall that NCL has weak temperature
pendence approximately described by exp(T/T0),

18 while the
frequency dependent loss from ion hopping has a strong t
mally activated temperature dependence.

V. NCL FROM VERY SLOWLY DECAYING CAGE
DYNAMICS

The main thrust of the present work is to bring out fro
experimental data properties of the crossover from the N
to fully cooperative ion hopping conductivity. It is not in
tended to give here a rigorous theory for the origin of t
NCL, the part that is unrelated to ADWP or similar explan
tions. Nevertheless it is worthwhile to give some theoreti
ideas of the origin of the NCL that are consistent with t
empirical results found in this work and a previous work.18

A. Cage decay

For a fixed cage with a potential that does not change w
time, there is no NCL that extends over decades of time
increases in extent with decreasing temperature simila
that found in ionic conductors. In a harmonic well, the me
square displacement of the ion given by the solution
Chandrasekhar49 increases rapidly with time to a maximum
value that is proportional toT. In general, the cage or th
potential-well that confines a mobile ion is determined by
matrix atoms and the other mobile ions. This fact is evid
from the form of typical potentials used in molecular dyna
ics simulations.50,51The cage is not permanent and it chang
or decays because of at least two reasons. First, the sp
relation with the immobile matrix atoms can change w
time as suggested by the broadening of the first peak of
van Hove function with time.51 Second, other ions may b
leaving their cages and the probability of them doing so
creases with time as can be seen from the developmen
intensity at neighboring initially vacant sites of the van Ho
function with time. The contribution to cage decay from t
second cause was established by the study of the motio
concentrated colloidal particles suspension using confo
microscopy by Weeks and Weitz.52 In this case, the cage i
formed entirely by neighboring particles of the same kind
06430
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the caged particle. On the other hand, in ionic conduct
there are also the immobile matrix atoms that form the ca
By defining particles as nearest neighbors if their separa
is less than a cutoff distance set by the first minimum of
pair correlation function, Weeks and Weitz define a cage c
relation functionCcage(Dt), by the fraction of particles with
the same neighbors at timeT and att1Dt, after averaging
over all T. Deduced from the confocal microscopy da
Ccage(Dt) shows decay, which becomes slower as the v
ume fraction of the particles increases and their diffusion r
decreases. This loss is observed as an increase of the
square displacement^r 2& of the ion with time, in response to
the decay of the cage. If the cage decay is a sufficiently s
function of time, the corresponding increase of^r 2& is also
very slow. In fact, we observe from the data of^r 2& reported
by Weeks and Weitz for volume fractionf equal to 0.52 and
0.56 as a function of time, that^r 2& increases very slowly
with time at shorter times when the cage decays also v
slowly. ^r 2& increases approximately ascta with a'0.10 in
the time regime of roughly between 5 to 50 s forf equal to
0.52 and 5 to 100 s forf equal to 0.56 , where the cag
decay function exhibits also very slow decay.

Such a slow increase of^r 2& with time is equivalent to a
NCL if the particle is charged similar to ions in ionic con
ductors, and the quantity measured is dielectric loss du
conductivity relaxation. This result can be seen from the f
lowing approximate~neglecting cross correlations and th
the Haven ratio is not unity! relation between mean squa
displacement and complex conductivity

s* ~v!52v2
Nq2

6kTE0

`

^r 2~ t !&exp~2 ivt !dt, ~9!

whereN is the density of mobile ions,q the ion charge,k the
Boltzmann constant, andT the temperature. For̂r 2&}cta,
Eq. ~9! givess8(v)}v12a and«9(v)}v2a and therefore a
NCL if a is small. If the mean square displacement wou
increase logarithmically with time aŝr 2&} logt, the dielec-
tric loss «9(v) would be practically flat, ands8(v)}v1.0.
As with the colloidal system, the cages confining ions
ionic conductors also decay with time because at any t
there is nonzero probability of ions jumping out to a neig
boring site.

B. Independent hops as cause of decay of cage
correlation function

At sufficiently short times, when most of the ions are s
being caged, the successful jumps out of the cages areinde-
pendentof each other because there are very few such ev
and therefore no cooperative dynamics are involved. The
dependent ion jump has rate 1/t0. At times much shorter
than t0, successful hops of ions out of their cages are r
and few in between. Hence the decay of the cages or
increase of̂ r 2& with time has to be very slow, resulting i
the NCL. Naturally the NCL defined as such is a very slo
relaxation process and can exist in the time regimet!t0,
where the increase of the number of successful hops of
out of their cages over decades of time is insignificant. T
8-8
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NCL terminates at some timetx1[1/2pnx1, when after-
wards the successive independent ion hops have bec
more significant and the loss can no longer be considere
nearly constant as a function of lnt, i.e., there is a more rapid
increase of̂ r 2& with time beyondtx1, which can no longer
justify the NCL to continue. This process is dynamically h
erogeneous. Stilltx1 has to be much smaller thant0 ~or
nx1@n0) becauset0 is the characteristic time for the ions t
leave their cages. The number of ions successful hopping
of the cages continues to increase beyondtx1, changes in
^r 2& become more rapid leading to increasing deviation fr
the near NCL. However, only at timest sufficiently longer
thant0, i.e., for t.tx2.t0, will all ions have almost certain
probability of successfully hopping out their cages, but th
their mutual interactions make all such independent hops
possible. This is the start of thefully cooperative ion hopping
regime described by the Kohlrausch stretched expone
function, Eq.~5! and by definitiontx2[1/2pnx2, is the onset
time. Hence, fromtx2.t0, it follows thatnx2,n0. When the
fully cooperative hopping regime is entered, the dep
dences,̂ r 2&}t12n, «b9 (n)}n211n and sb8 (n)}nn, are ob-
served. These power laws are just the shorter time (t!t) or
high frequency (n.nK) parts of these quantities for the full
cooperative hopping with the Kohlrausch correlation fun
tion given by Eq.~5!, the longer time (t@t) parts of which
are ^r 2&}t, «b9 (n)}n21 andsb8 (n)5sdc.

From the qualitative theory given above, we have a qu
tative explanation of the origin of the NCL, and the tim
regimet,tx1 or frequency regimen. nx1 where it can exist.
We also have given physical meaning to the crossover ti
~frequencies! tx1(nx1) and tx2(nx2). The qualitative theory
also explains the empirical results we found from the coll
tion of data presented in this work. These empirical res
include~1! the relationtx1!t0(nx1@n0) and~2! the fact that
t0 always lies inside the crossover region,tx1,t,tx2 or n0
always lies in betweennx1 andnx2.

The coupling model embodied by Eqs.~5!, ~7!, and~8! for
fully cooperative ion hopping at longer times (t.tx2) en-
ables the independent relaxation timet0 to be calculated
from the low frequency (n,nx2) experimental data. Thu
the empirical results found show that the coupling mo
~usually applied to the fully cooperative hopping regim!
also has an impact on the NCL and the broad crossover f
the NCL to the fully cooperative hopping regime. The impa
is the ability oft0 to relate to the timetx1 or frequencynx1
when the NCL is terminated, and to locate the time scale
the broad crossover from the NCL to the fully cooperat
hopping.

VI. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE NCL

We have proposed that the NCL exists in the short ti
~high frequency! regime, ton,t,tx1(non.n.nx1) where
there are few thermally activated independent jumps of
ions out of their cages with the relaxation rate 2pn0[1/t0
5(1/t`)exp(-Ea /kT). Here ton(non) is the onset time~fre-
quency! of the NCL. From experimental data that show t
NCL extending to very high frequencies,ton is of the order of
10211 to 10212 s. The value oftx1 depends on the choice o
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the exponenta'0 used to define the NCL and is the tim
beyond which the experimental datas8(v) departs from the
Av12a dependence. But, whatever the choice ofa'0, tx1
has to be much less thant0 in order to satisfy the condition
for generation of the NCL that there are few successful
dependent ion jumps out of their cages throughout the pe
ton,t,tx1. Therefore exp(-tx1 /t0) is still close to unity and
its value is determined by the choice of the exponenta of the
NCL. The value of exp(-tx1 /t0) is fixed for all temperatures
by the convention used to define that the NCL terminate
tx1. Hencetx1 has the same thermally activated temperat
dependence ast0, and it is written out explicitly here as
tx1(T)5t`exp(Ea /kT). We have considered here the case
glassy ionic conductors, which have Arrhenius temperat
dependence fort0. For molten ionic conductors such a
CKN, t0 is not Arrhenius and hence alsotx1(T), as shown in
Fig. 5.

Again, from the definition oftx1, the mean square dis
placement̂ r 2&NCL corresponding to the NCL increases b
the samesmall amount in the period,ton,t,tx1(T), at all
temperatures. However, becausetx1 is thermally activated,
this same increase of̂r 2&NCL is spread over a number o
decades of time given by@ loge(tx1)-loge(ton)#/2.303. There-
fore the mean square displacement is inversely proportio
to loge(tx1 /ton). From this and the relation between condu
tivity and mean square displacement@Eq. ~ 9!#, we deduce
that the intensity of the NCL measured byA in Eqs.~1! and
~2! is given by the proportionality relation

A}
1

Ea
@12~kT/Ea!loge~ ton/t`!#21. ~10!

This expression is well approximated by

A}exp~T/T0! ~11!

at T!T0, with

T0'Ea /k loge~ ton/t`!. ~12!

T0 is a positive number because ln(ton/t`) is a positive
number from the fact thattx1,t0 , t` is even shorter than the
prefactor oft0 , t` , which is the reciprocal of a vibrationa
attempt frequency. Thus the weak temperature dependen
the NCL is captured by our interpretation of the origin of t
NCL. Since the result given by Eqs.~10! and ~11! are ob-
tained from a qualitative theory, we do not expect that it w
accurately describe the temperature dependence of the N
Particularly if considered over a very extended temperat
range where another source of contribution to NCL m
come into play at very low temperatures and high frequ
cies. Note also that we have not taken into account the c
tribution to the measured̂r 2& from the local vibrational dy-
namics, which has its own temperature dependence simila
that of the Debye-Waller factor. The latter will enhance t
temperature dependence of the NCL over and above
given by Eq.~10!.

We note from Eq.~10! that at constant temperatureA
should decrease with increasingEa , had other factors tha
determine the absolute value ofA be the same for all ionic
8-9
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conductors. If this condition holds for many ionic condu
tors, then an approximate anti-correlation betweenA andEa

may exist at constantT.

VII. CONCLUSION

Empirically we found from the rich experimental condu
tivity relaxation spectra of CKN over a wide frequency a
temperature range and other glassy and crystalline ionic
ductors that the NCL existing at short times~high frequen-
cies! terminates attx1(nx1). The fully cooperative ion hop-
ping contribution takes over at a later time~lower frequency!
tx2(nx2). The crossover from the NCL to the fully cooper
tive ion hopping therefore occurs over a broad time~fre-
quency! rangetx1,t,tx2(nx1.n.nx2). The width of this
range in CKN is no more than two and a half decades w
and it decreases monotonically with increasing temperat
The same is found in several glassy ionic conductors an
a crystalline ionic conductor. The width of the crossover
gion seems a bit larger in glasses having smaller stretch
ponent 12n of the correlation function for the fully coop
erative ion hopping, such as 0.48(AgI)2-0.52Ag2SeO4.

We have calculated from the parameters of the stretc
exponential correlation function fit to the data in the fu
cooperative ion hopping regime, the independent ion h
ping relaxation timet0 of the coupling model. Most fasci
nating is the finding thattx1!t0 and t0 always lies within
the crossover regiontx1,t,tx2. These findings help us to
propose that the NCL originates from very slow decay of
cages in the short time regime where most of the ions
still caged. There are few and infrequent successful hop
ions to new sites and the mean square displacement incre
very slowly with the logarithm of time. This condition fo
the appearance of NCL is satisfied at timest,tx1 and tx1

!t0, such that exp(-t/t0) decreases very slowly with ln (t).
At times longer thant0 and starting at some later timetx2,
all ions have almost certain probability of hopping out
their cages to new sites. However, the hops of all ions can
be successful now for a different reason, which is the in
action and correlation between the ions. The only opt
available is the fully cooperative hopping of all ions wi
dynamics that is heterogeneous and the averaged hop
rate is slowed down compared with the independent re
ation rate 1/t0. The correlation function of the fully coopera
tive hopping is given by Eq.~5! and its relaxation timet is
related tot0 by Eq. ~8! according to the coupling mode
Naturally the dynamics of ions in the crossover region, p
ticularly at the long times, is interpreted as the gradual bu
up of cooperative motion with increasing time because m
ions can successfully hop out of their cages. Fully coope
tive hopping is established whentx2 is reached.

The confocal microscopy data of colloidal particles sy
tems obtained by Weeks and Weitz are cited to provide di
experimental support of the proposed origin of NCL from t
very slow decay of the cages. This observation in colloi
06430
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systems, as well as in ionic conductors presented in
work, indicates the proposed mechanism for NCL is possi
very general, applicable to other systems such as glass fo
ers without mobile ions.53–55

We point out that there are also other contributions t
can give rise to NCL different from our proposed mechani
and may be relevant in data obtained under different con
tions~such as at low temperatures and high frequencies! than
that for the data considered in this work. One source t
have been discussed by many workers comes from relaxa
of a distribution of asymmetric double well potentia
~ADWP!, which seem to have been seen in glasses with
mobile ions, in CKN as well as in glassy ionic conductors.
the model of Gilroy-Phillips,56 the ADWP contribute a loss
with va dependence witha not constant but increasing lin
early with temperature. Thus the ADWP contribution pos
bly can be the NCL observed only at low temperatures. T
ADWP contribution to susceptibilityx9(v) of CKN and
other glass formers by dynamic light scattering experime
showed that it exists at very high frequencies above 1 GH
lower temperatures, but is not a NCL according to our de
nition, because the powera indeed increases with tempera
ture to reach significantly large values.57–59 The dielectric
relaxation data of CKN within the same temperature ran
taken over a much wider frequency range down to mu
lower frequencies show the NCL occurs in a frequency ra
at much lower frequencies than 1 GHz. Thus, it seems
there is an ADWP contribution that cannot be identified w
NCL at higher frequencies than 1 GHz at least in this te
perature range. However, there is also a NCL at lower
quencies in the same temperature range. The dielectric
collected so far are not good enough in the frequency ra
above 1 GHz and at temperatures belowTg to be able to
make a quantitative comparison with the dynamic light sc
tering data. Nevertheless, the limited data suggest poss
good correspondence with the light scattering data and he
the observation also of the ADWP contribution by dielect
relaxation in this high frequency range while the NCL
present interest appears in the lower frequencies. Bu
higher temperature the observed fast relaxation in the s
frequency regime can no longer be explained by the ADW
in the model by Gilroy and Phillips. Experimentally, from
the light scattering susceptibility spectra, the powera starts
to decrease with increasing temperature and the spec
tends to become the NCL.57 This is consistent with the di-
electric data, which shows that at these higher temperatu
there is a NCL in the GHz range.
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